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Thank you for changing the face of men’s health in 2023 The month formerly known as November has come to a close, and with it, over 316,000 rockstar fundraisers rallied for men’s health. 
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Movember invests AUD $100 million in new Movember Men’s Health InstituteMovember celebrates 20 years of impact by announcing the Movember Men's Health Institute. This global initiative will save lives and accelerate progress in the field of men’s health. Building on a 20-year legacy, the Institute has ambitious goals to tackle preventable deaths head-on.
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Five things to know and do about men's healthHere are five things you can do right now to prevent men from dying before their time.
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Where does the money go?See how your fundraising fuels groundbreaking men's health projects and research around the globe.
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10 men's health projects that your donations funded in 2023Epic fundraising leads to epic impact. Take a look at some of the game-changing projects we've funded thanks to you.
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Grow a mo
Growing a Mo is like wearing a symbol representing healthier men and a healthier world, all Movember long. It shows everyone you walk past that men’s health matters to you.


Learn more
Move for Mental Health
Move is how The Order of Mo remembers the 60 men suicide takes globally, every hour. To take part, all you have to do is run or walk 60km over Movember. 


Learn more
Host a Mo-ment
Make having a good time your goal and you won’t go wrong. Get your believers, supporters and followers around. Host an event that raises awareness and funds for men’s health. 


Learn more
Mo your own way
There are many ways to better men’s health. And if you believe doing your own thing is it, we're 100% getting behind you. 


Learn more



 
Movember fundraisers are a global community of fired up Mo Bros and Mo Sisters – aka rock stars making a difference in mental health and suicide prevention, prostate cancer and testicular cancer.

Your donation could help save a father, a brother, a son, a friend, a partner, a man’s life.

Sign up
Santo and Son FabianMelbourne, Australia
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The L2F4MH multisport event takes place on Victoria's Surf Coast, pushing participants to their hairy limits, while raising awareness and funds for suicide prevention.


L2F4MHThe 4th annual Lorne to Fairhaven for Mental Health
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This April, two mates are setting out to break the Guinness World Record for the longest singles tennis match. Glenn and Jamie will be putting their bodies and minds to the test all in the name of mental health.


Playing the long game - Glenn and Jamie80+ hours of tennis to break the Guinness World Record
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BHP has topped the Movember Mining Challenge leaderboard, raising an incredible $349,256 thanks to 403 Mo's across 64 teams. Thanks to Team BHP and the wider mining community — who together raised nearly $1.5M for men's health.


BHPBHP take out the 2023 Mining Challenge
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Queensland University took out top honours on the Movember University Challenge leaderboard, raising an epic $37,899. The uni had 66 Mo's take part across 8 teams, making sure men's health is very much on the map for the next generation.


Queensland UniversityQUT tops the University Challenge leaderboard











We've funded over 1,320 men's health projects globally
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Read more 
Testicular cancer project hits another milestone
A major project, funded partly by your donations, has hit a crucial milestone in a bid to discover the best ways to treat men with aggressive testicular cancer.




Learn more 
What is therapy?
The hilarious five-part series breaks down common misconceptions about therapy. It explains how treatment works and encourages guys to give it a go.




Read more 
Family and friends supporting the mental health of paramedics
Minds Together is an online program for family and friends who want to support Australia's 21,000 registered paramedics.




Read more 
Partnering with the AFL to improve mental fitness
Movember and the AFL are partnering to deliver Movember Ahead of the Game to community football clubs across the country. Their goal is to build more mentally fit communities.




Learn more 
Where the money goes
Since 2003, we've built a men's health movement, funding over 1,320 projects around the world. Take a deeper look into the programs we fund.
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